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A secretive Russian rump group is functioning toward full restoration of
Communism with concurrent full nuclear launch to remove potential

threats., crypto chips exclusive to the National Security Agency are
found where they haven't any business being.S. recognition WILL provoke

instant release. On the other hand in the U.S. A high-rank Russian
civilian provides details to the CIA, like the reality that any
indication of U. Pressured to describe, NSA assigns Ellen Drew to

execute an internal investigation and use the FBI task push. She is a
brilliant and experienced ex-LAPD Homicide investigator who quickly

turns into enmeshed in a internet of politics, duplicity, and treason.
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Being cleared for TOP SECRET C/W You can't come any nearer to the inner
workings of the NSA UNLESS you have numerous protection clearances.This
book delves deeply into espionage and the means with which it is
accomplished... and some really hi-tech electronic equipment is in the
combine. An abundance of background details is directed at set the stage
for this one. The reserve illustrates the "snarl" at the top in the US
with the lack of communication between the companies.The big World War
is coming. Mercury is usually a spy in NSA; Current politics, espionage
and the outdated KGB mesh nicely in this tangled web! I loved the pen
video camera and the end result of the photos.Ellen Drew is offered
employment at NSA. Will the US have the ability to convince Russia not
to fire first? Particular Agent Drew is given an assignment concerning
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codename "Wolf". All important discussions happen in the referentura - a
highly secure area.On the Russian side, get into Girov, the ex-KGB agent
(when there is any such person!) and Malok, a "newbie". She quickly
realizes that all is not like between your NSA and the FBI.Lots of
covert activity with spies chasing each other in DC; Her prior knowledge
with a degree in criminology makes her a "must-possess" for the agency.
There is a large amount of geek talk blended in to the read, also.A The
Referentura. Several twists and turns on the way which always lead to an
intriguing read.Strongly suggested.
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